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ANNU1'i.L REPORT, 1957
The teaching progra:ome for 1957 comprised pass
courses in Latin I and II and in Greek I; preliminary
courses in both Greek and Latin, and preparation of one
graduate student for the Melbourne preliminary examination
for the M.A. degree in Classics. For the degree courses
the Melbourne syllabus was used and candidates were
examined by the Melbourne examiners: all these candidates
passed their examination.
Research and publication. Dr Allen has been
engaged on a v e:c::ie l-rans:int-ion of Musaeus, Mr Dyer on
research into Greek colonial history, and I have continued
work on the aspects in Greek and Latin. None of these
studies has yet reached the point of submission for
publication. My Latin Word List has gone into its
6th editiono
Enrolments numbered 14, of whom 3 did not complete
the course for various re asons, and 2 did not sit for
examination.
Staff, besides myself, consisted of Mr Clarke
as temporary lecturer for 2 ter~s, replaced in 3rd term by
Mr Dyer· and Dr Allen as par t-time lecturer.
Relations with Melbourne. Professor Hunt has
twice visited-Canberra and taker:lthis opportunity for
discussions· I visited his Department and lectured to
his advanced Syntax classes nnd attended two meetings for
prescribing books. Mr Quinn W<-l.S to have visited and
lectured at the College but had to cancel through illness.
Mr Clarke also had consultations with the Department in
Melbourne.
Extra=...murca,1_0ctivities. I lectured to Leaving
Certificate students on Augustus and his Times, to Sydney
Classical Association on Monasteries of Greece, and to the
Australian Universities 1 Languages .!issociation Congress in
Hobart on _!;spec~s in Greek and La tin.
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Professional Bodies. I am a member of the
Association and Australian Universities'
Association, Vice-President of the Victorian
Assoc iation and President of the Canberra
Association.

Visiting Lecturers. Professor Guthrie visited
the College for discussions, nnd while in Canberra
lectured on Empedocles.
Examiners. Our students were examined by
Melbourne, except in preliminary Latin and Greek, which
were dealt with by Mr Dyer and myself.
Librarv& Our first grant for Classics had been
spent on building up a nucleus of the most essential works;

an extra grant of £300 this year synchronized happily with

the arriv al of Mr Dyer from Oxford with a good knowledge
of what is necessary and what is available in classical
works. Profiting by this we have been able to fill most
of the gaps~ apart from very expensive books and the
numerous out-of-print works and back numbers of periodicals,
which have to be watched for second hand, and are
unfortunately scarce and costly. The normal grant copes
adequately with new works as they appear.
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Examination Results. All candidates in the
degree courses and the M.A. Preliminary were passed by
the Melbourne examiners. We failed one of the candidates
in Preliminary Latin.
Future Development. Prospects for 1958 seem
good, with students already enrolled for the Honours course
in Classics and for the M.A. degree. Mr Dyer has been
reappointed for this year and we hope this lectureship
will soon be made permanent; complete courses in Latin
and Greek will, however, call for a full-time staff
of three, and -Che need for these may very soon arise.
We believe that with independence we can break new ground
with courses specially designed for the needs of Canberra,
and discussions on these have already begun,
K.C. Masterman.
29th January, 1958,

